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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The study waa in a sense novel, 1n that, a new 
approach to the concept that land exercise is of value for 
training and conditioning of swimmers had been introduced 
and tested. The new approach was that a set of land exer-
cises, devised to develop specific traits prerequisite for 
the best possible swimming performance, would result in a 
substantial decrease in the time required to swim both 
short and middle distances in ~ompetitive swimming. 
The writer first became acquainted with the exer• 
ciseswh1le acting as assistant swiDuo.ing coach to ID'• William 
H. Groves of E-tastern Illinois University. GrC'l'fea had 
developed a set of land exercises to be administered over 
a short duration of time whereby it was hoped that muscul.ar 
endurance of tha .. '.priae m'18cles used in swimming would be 
improved. By muscular endurance is meant the ability to 
exert energy (through strength) for a sustained period of 
time with a minimum amount of fatigue. Prime muscles refer 
to the muscle, or muscles, which act as the moat important 
mover ot a particular bone, such as the biceps brachii 
which is a prime flexor or the lower arm. 
The major emphasis or the exercise set was to develop 
muscular endurance. Cureton1 tound muscular endurance was 
d~:idedlJi' a most important factor tor excellent competitive 
swimming, when used 1n conjunction with circulo-respiratory 
endurance. Groves also included in his program. of exerc1sea 
those exercises which llight develop muscular atrength and 
circulo-respirato17 endurance. 
It was apparent that the use ot weights for resistive 
exercises would not be feasible with a large group of men 
1n a short span ot time. Groves devised a method, also 
unique, with the use or rubber loops. In this method the 
group to be exercised worked as partners, one partner aiding 
the other by holding one end or a rubber loop tight while 
the second partner pulled and attempted to overcome the 
resistance afforded by the rubber loop. The exercises were 
developed wherebJ" almost identical movements were required 
as those used 1n competitive swimming movement, thus the 
exercises would develop the prime movers. For development 
of muscular endurance the partner overcame the resistance 
ot the loopa,(as the exercise demanded~ ~d made powerful 
movements at a rate of' speed, repetitious resistive exer• 
cises~ which would probably be the same rate of speed of' 
movement if that partner were swimmjng a given distance at 
a given time •. For instance, it approximately ten pulls 
were required to swim 25 yards in 16 seconds the exercise 
would require 40 pulls 1n one minute which would be equiva-
lent to 100 yard•• 
lcureton, Thomas K. Jr., "Review ot a Decade of 
Research in Aquatics at Springtield College, 1929-39." 
Research arterl of the American Association of 
2 
To develop any muscular strength that might be gained, 
Groves included isometric contraction exercises which had 
been indicated by research to be a fast and convenient way 
to develop strength.2 For the development ot circulo~ 
respiratory endurance Groves included vigorous, prolonged 
calisthenic exercises. Each exercise will be discussed 1n 
some detail in the second chapter. 
Groves then administered the set ot land exercises 
to his pre-season swimming team for a period of four weeks, 
four days a week, totaling 16 periods. He tested each 
swimmer prior to the start of the exercise period and 
following the period. The results were interesting as well 
as controversial. In almost all cases the swimmers de-
creased the time which was required to swim the same dis-
tance during the pre-test as during the post-test. 
It should be recognized that the subjects might well 
have experienced a decrease in time if they had undergone 
a rigorous set ot water exercises, possibly even more ot 
a decrease. However, the land exercises, showing such a 
positive rate of progress, influenced the writer to do a 
controlled study as to the benefit ot the exercises Groves 
had devised. 
JyrPose ot the Study.-- The purpose of this study 
was to test the contention of the writer that a 
specific set of land exercises devised by Grovea,3 with 
2Barr, David, "Land Conditioning", Sw1mm1ng Times, 
XXXIX, (April, 1962) 56-58. 
3nr. William Groves, Swimming Coach, Eastern Illinois 
University. 
3 
alight alterations, was of benefit as a conditioning 
method tor competitive swimmers. 
With the pel"lll1asion ot Groves, the writer altered 
the exercise program. and used only those exercises which 
would be similar to the movements of the crawlstroke. He 
then administered those exercises to a group ot college men 
and compared the effects ot the exercise set to a set ot 
water exercises administered to another group or college 
4 
men. As a special feature, the study included two additional 
groups of students who underwent a combination of the two 
exercise prograns with varying amounts of land exercises to 
the water exercises. The purpose ot the extra groups was 
to find if a combination of the exercises would be of more 
or less value than the set o~ exercises previously mentioned 
and which of the two types of exercises should be the moat 
stressed, it either. 
Review ot Literature Related to the Change of Coaching 
Methoda.--The early coaches of competitive swirmners were 
convinced that land exerciaea were of little value. To 
swim a long time at a slow pace was the accepted fashion 
for training the swimmer. Parker' suggested that preparing 
for events from 50 to 440 yards was best accomplished by 
swimming a quarter of a mile a day at a slow pace, not 
4 
Alfred Parker, "Competitive Swimming," Hygiene, XII, 
(Karch, 1934), 249. · 
overworking one•s self. Kiphuth as a new coach at Ya1e 
University was one of the first to advocate land exer-
5 6 cises for swimmers. Cureton wrote on the value of land 
exercises for swimmers, stating that the exercises would 
develop both speed and endurance in swimming. While long 
tedious methods were still the accepted method of training 
the philosophy was changing 1n many quarters. The 
Australians and the Japanese began to use weights to develop 
the swimmers of their respective countries, with the result 
that the two nations dominated the world scent of swimming 
for several years. 
Gray, 7 a successful coach of the forties, was strongly 
in favor of land exercises for his swimmers. Much talk was 
being done as to the value of land exercises in the develop-
ment of speed and endurance 1n swimming. Throughout the 
5 
world those interested 1n competitive swimming began to study 
the effects of land exercises, of many forms, on swiDllling 
performance. Thomson and Skull8 found that weight training 
increased muscular strength and enabled one to decrease the 
time required to swim a given distance. European coaches began 
5 Norman A. Gray, "Training and Conditioning for Compe-
titive Swimning," Athletic Journal, XXXIV, (February, 1952), 
14-15. 
6 Cureton, op. cit. 
7 Gray, op. cit. 
8Thomson, H. and Skull, G., "Effects of Various Training 
Programs on Speed in Swimming", Research ~uarterly of the 
American Association of Health, P!alcai E ucatlon, and 
Recreation, XI, (March, l940'), 40 4. . 
to test the effects of running and other quick action 
exercises on the speed of swimmers. They concluded that 
such exercises were beneficial to the swimmer and that both 
9 swimming speed and endurance were increased. 
6 
Davis10 attempted to determine the effect of a vigorous 
and comprehensive weight training program upon the speed or 
swimming the crawlatroke. His findings revealed that after 
the weight training program. all 17 subjects increased tbeir 
speed in swimmjng, thus, instead of finding weight training 
detrimental to swimmers, Davis found that such a program 
was beneficial. 
Calvin•s11 study lent validity to the findings of 
Davis by showing that weight training had the etreot of 
developing strength and muscular endurance, and .aJ.ao aided 
1n the development or motor skills. 
To find if water exercises would produce muscular 
strength, which is considered as a prime factor for DUIJXJ' 
athletic performances, Davis12 further studied the results of 
9Hartlaub, PaUl., "Conditioning for Swinmers," Athletic 
Journal; (October, 1958) 50-51. 
10nav1•i Jack, "The Ef.fect or Weight Training on Speed 
in Sw1rm:n1ng, Th• Physical Eduoatorr ot Phi Epiailon Kappa, 
XII, (March, .. 10'55) , 28•29 • 
llcalvin, s.; "Effects of Progressive Resistive Exercises 
on the Motor Coordination of' Boys, "Research ~arterlz or the 
American Association ot Healthf Ph~a!cai Educa !on, an! 
Recreation, mtt, (December, §SO , Sa7::S§S. 
water conditioning of swinmers as related to strength and 
endurance. He concluded that water exercises such as sprints, 
short swims, distance swims, and starts and turns had no 
significant effect on increasing muscular strength, muscular 
endurance, or circulo"respiratory endurance. 
It was widely accepted that weight training could 
increase muscular strength, but the question remained whether 
or not it could also increase circulo~respiratory endurance 
and muscular endurance, both types of endurance being 
13 important factors 1n swimming. Nagle and Irvin supported 
the conclusion of Davis that weight training could increase 
strength but they found that little if any circulo-cardio-
respiratory endurance was developed through such a program. 
There was some increase in muscular endurance. Capan14 
15 found support for Davis's conclusion. However, Anderson 
found that strength did not necessarily correlate with 
either muscular endurance or circulo-respiratory endurance. 
Some exercises, such as running, have been found to be 
effective in developing circulo-respiratory endurance. 
7 
Barr16 suggested that land exercises have a de:tinite val.ue 
_of developing o1rculo-reap1ratory endurance as had Kiplii:ltl!L~, 
GraJ', et al. The accepted concept that c1rculo-respiratory 
endurance for one sport would transfer to another sport waa 
the foundation tor the programs of exercises by Barr. 
However, Montoye1? e-t::Al.· t•atad. the e-f'fec·t;·.otr:running 
exercises on rats in increasing their speed and endurance 1n 
swimming. They found that there was no significant increase 
1n speed or endurance in swimming resulting from such 
exercises. 
The use ot isometric contractions exercises in place 
or weight training to gain strength has received much atten• 
tion 1n current literature. The ease or conducting such 
exercises ... along a pool deck has made it popular w1 th swim.-
ming coaches. lfoble18 stated he used isometric contraction 
exercises for his awimming team which resulted in all but 
two ot his eighteen swimmers having a decrease 1n time. 
19 
Councilman 'lll'itea of the value ot isometric contraction 
16Barr, Davidf "Land Conditioning," Sw:hmdng Tiaea, 
XXXIX, (April, .1962 J, .. 56•58. 
17Montoye, Nelson, Johnson, and Xacn.ob, "Effects at 
Exercise on Sw1mm.1ng Endurance and Organ Weight 1D. Mature 
-Rats", Research arterl ot the American Association ot 
Health, ya ca 
8 
1950 ) , 474-484. 
18 lfoble, Frank, Washington University awinllling coach.it In 
In personal interview Mr. Noble discussed the effects of a 
program. of isometric contraction exercises he gave his 
swimming team. He found that all but two of his eighteen 
swimmers decreased their times in all strokes. 
19council.man., James, "Isometric and Isotonic Drills 
tor Swimmers,• Sw1nmdng Times, XXXIX, (February, 1962), 52. 
exercises as a training method 1n swimming. K1mnear20 
states that such exercises are of possible value· for s11'1.m-
mers it included 1n a swimming program.. 
Relationship ot Muscular Endurance, Circulo•reapiratorz 
Endurance, and Strength to sw1pun1y.••Research studies to 
determine the importance of the above mentioned traits tor 
excellence in swimming pertorm.anoe were very limited. It 
waa generall7 conceded b7 swimming coaches that all three were 
important to perform at the best possible level. Sin~e 
strength and endurance are so important in competitive swim• 
ming, a concentrated effort must be made to build up strength 
1n the entire_bod7. 21 Madders refers throughout his whole 
book, Swimming and Swimming Strokes, to the importanoe of 
increasing muscular strength; however, he does no~ mantion 
how much ot a factor atrength plays in competitive swiDllling. 
Muscular end\U'an.ce, the principle purpose or this 
study as well as the exercise set, was seldom mentioned 1n 
the review of literature. The general emphasis was on 
development ot strength and endurance, (by endurance tltaia 
writers referred to both muscular endurance and circulo• 
respiratory endurance, or "general" endurance). 
22 
Cureton probably did the moat significant stud7 •• 
20nmnear, A. D., "Isometric Contractiou,•' S1d.-Sl2.g 
Times, XXXIX, (February, 1962), 50. 
21 
Jladdera, Maz, Sw1DDD.1nf and Swimmm Stroke•, American 
Swimming Association, (!ducat onai Produ~ons, t'rb. London), 
1957. 
22 Cureton, op. cit. 
9 
to the importance of each specific trait. He found that 
strength played a rather minor role as to its importance, 
in the swimming of short sprints and middle distance swims, 
contributing only 5.5 percentage and 1.3 percentage res-
pectively. Thia was in relation to the swimming speed 
ability of varaity swimmers compared to intermediate swim-
mers. He round that the varsity swimmers did not, as a 
whole, score significantly higher on the Roger's Index or 
Strength and that the greatest difference between the two 
groups was in the better circulo-respiratol'J' condition of 
the varsity swinmera. He also found that the efficiency 
of the arm pull was of most importance in the middle dis-
tance swim, amounting to 42. 6 per.cent. For the short 
sprint the effort of the leg kick was of greatest import-
ance, contributing 12.1 percentage to the total. This 
efficiency, Cureton hy,lA,thosl.sed, was due to the ability of 
the varsity swimmer to continue application of muscular 
strength over a given amount or time and distance (repeated 
number of movements) this being a definition for muscular 
23 
endurance. 
From the above findings it seemed possible to say 
that the land exercises devised by Groves with the emphasis 
on muscular endurance would develop the potential ot the 
swimmer to apply strength to the pull and kick over a 
longer period ot time, thus resulting in a decrease of time 
required to swim a given distance. Circulo-reapiratory 
23Ibide -
10 
endurance seems to be an important factor for swimming 
speed and swimming endurance which would support the 
contention that the exercise set would prove effective 
for conditioning of swinaers. 
H:ypothes1s.--The hypothesis of the study was that a 
specific set of land exercises devised by Groves were or 
as DlUCh Value for the conditioning and training of compet• 
itive swimmers as were a set of water exercises. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
Subjecta.--Eighteen subjects were used 1n the study. 
All were male students at Eaatern Illinois University and 
were enrolled 1n an advanc~d ~wimming course. The aaa• ot 
the students ranged from 18 to 24. Prior to the experi• 
mental _period the subjects were asked to participate ..in the 
program. of stud7 and ollly volunteers were accepted. The 
subjects underwent a briefing as to the significance ot the 
study and what would be expected of each subject. 
Each subject was required to swim 200 yards in good 
torm. before being accepted to participate in the study • 
. , •, 
Groups 1n the Study.--The eighteen subjects in the 
study were asa:S.111ed to one of four groups on a random 
sample basis. Eacll group underwent a ditteren1i treatment. 
Because of the possibility that one group might have a 
substantially higher t·1m• than the other groups, wb1ch 
would allow for a higher mean decrease taan the other 
gr_O\lPS, the writer teated the groups tor equali tJ". The 
subJecta ot each group..,. timed over a distance of 25 
yards and 100 yarda. The times ot the aubjects of each 
groap were added and 1n turJ.?, d1v1ded by the number ot 
subjects oft~ group. The time tound was considered the 
mean time of the given group over the given distance. 
The times ot the groups were com.pared and it was found that 
the times were similar. 
The groups ot the study were as follows: 
Group 1 - land exercises 
Group 2 - water exercises 
Group S - combination of water 
exercises for one chit' 
and land exercises tor three days 
G:roup 4 • combination of land 
exercises tor one day 
and water exercises tor three days 
Groups l and 2 had five subje-cts and groups a and 4 
had four subjeeta. 
Description ot Exercisea.~-The water exercises included 
a varying series of sprints for the development of muscular 
endurance and circulo-respirator7 endurance. The sprints 
were 25 7arda 1n length. There were also included 1n the 
exercise program 50 yards swims and 100 yards swims. The 
latter was for development of general swimming endurance and 
the former was for the development ot speed and general 
swimming endurance. Swimming endurance was used 1n the sense 
of a comb1nat1on:ot muscular enduranc, and cJrcuJ.o,.reapir-
ator7 endurance. Bo instructions were given the subjects 
on the correct stroke but there was a possibility that some 
corrections Dlight be made by the subjects. 
13 
For the f1rat two weeks the daily exercise period 
consisted or eight 25 yards sprints, at full speed, and 
one 100 yards swim at approximately 3/4 speed. The 
following two weeks, the subjects did two 50 yards sprints 
and ten 25 yards sprints. The last week the subjects did 
ten 25 yards sprints and two 100 yards swims. 
During the workout period the subjects were not 
allowed to practice starts and turns except while in the 
process of swimming their respective exercises. 
The workouts lasted for thirty minutes. However, if 
a subject finished before the thirty minutes were up, he 
could shower and dress. He was not allowed to swim after 
he had finished the exercises. 
The subjects were allowed to rest only during the 
time between the end of a swim and the time it took to 
walk back to the starting position~~}period consisting of 
less than thirty seconds. 
The lend exercises lasted for a period ot thirty 
minutes. The groups were divided into pairs for conven-
ience. Each subject was assigned two rubber loops (cut 
from truck inner tubes) about three inches in width. A 
group leader stood near the land group and timed the 
various exercises. When the exercise required the aid of 
a partner, the partners would alternate in performing the 
exercises. 
Procedure.--The period of training was four days a 
week tor five weeks. The groups were assigned exercises 
14 
for a duration of thirty minutes. The subjects were super-
vised by a varsity swimmer who had previous experience and 
instruction in the exercises for each group. The subjects 
were strongly urged to exert maximum effort in each exer-
cise for more accurate results. 
No time was allowed tor the subjects to warm up before 
the exercise program began. The subjects were allowed to 
shower and dress at the end of the thirty minutes or upon 
the completion or the exercise set. 
In the stud7 each subject was timed for the distances 
of 25 yards and 100 yards immediately prior to the experi-
mental study and retested at the conclusion of the study. 
The starts were all taken in the water and by a push-off 
from the wall. 
The timing device was a stop watch registered to the 
tenth of the second. All times were recorded to the highest 
number when some doubt existed concerning the exact position 
of the hand. Between the 25 yard test and the 100 yard test 
the subjects were allowed a rest period of 15 minutes. 
Varsity swimmers were the timers for their respective groups. 
The testing procedures for the pre-experimental test 
and the post-experimental test were identical. 
Exercise Number le••This exercise waa performed for 
one minute. The subjects worked in pairs. Subject A lay 
in the prone (front glide) position with his legs out-
stretched with two rubber loops encircling each ankle. 
Subject B, standing ove~ A's ankles, pulled up on one set of 
15 
loops so that each loop was tightl7 drawn. He held down 
the other set of loop1 with his feet. Subject A, on the 
starting sign•l, began .to kick his feet vigoroual7 in an 
up-down motion. The kick was identical to the flutterkick 
of the crawlstroke. 
Thia exercise was designed to develop muscular 
endurance or the tlexora and extensors of both the upper 
and lower legs. Th• subjects worked against resistance 
itforded by the rubber loops for flexion and extension of 
the upper and ~ower legs. This type of speed movement 
would approximate the distance covered 1n water it one 
sprinted the 100 7ard freestyle. 
Exercise Humber 2.--This exercise was performed tor 
one minute. Subject A lay 1n the prone poai tion with his 
arms and hands extended beyond his head and parallel to 
the deck. Each hand grasped a rubber loop which was held 
by subject B. The latter was in a eitting position with 
his feet on the shoulders of subject A. Subject A pulled 
with both hands aim.ult.aneousl7, 1n vigorous movements at 
the starting signal.. 
The front erawlatl'oke, now eonaidered as being 
mechanically the best, is performed by bent arms on the 
catch phase with the palm of the hand passing close to, 
and just under, the mid-line of the bod7. The muscles . 
primarily responsible for vigorous action of the humerous 
passing through. 1;.his range of motion are the depressors of 
the humerous. A similar action of using the depressors of 
16 
the hum.erous would be in vertical chinning; consequently, 
this exercise waa designed to develop muscular endurance 
1n the depressors of the hum.erous, primarily, with endurance 
ot aynergist musclea occuring coincidentally. 
Exercise Number 3.--This exercise was performed 
individually. The subject knelt on his knees and sat on 
his ankles with the toea pointing backwards. He placed a 
rubber loop over the dorsal part of the toot near the toes. 
He then pulled the rubber loop up forcibly with his hands 
wl:lich were located behind the buttocks. He held that 
position for tive seconds, released and rested five seconds 
and repeated the exercise until eight auch movements were 
completed. 
'!his exercise required the stretching of the plantar-
fl•xors ot the toot and ankle. The increased flexibility 
of the ankles ahoul.Ai result 1n a whipping, or lashing, 
action of the feet 1n t~e flutter kick, which is an advan-
tageous part ot the kick. 
Exercise Number 4.--'l'his exercise was performed in 
two parts. In the first part, subject A assumed a prone 
position on the deck, hands and arms extended sidewards 
and on a line with the shoulders. A rubber loop encircled 
each wrist. Subject B stood over the prone body with a 
toot anchoring, on the deck, each ot the loops encircling 
A's wrist. On the starting signal, subject A vigorou1l7 
moved the wriata and arma upward in a vertical plane against 
the loop•a resistance. Thia was continuously repeated for 
one minute. 
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The purpose ot this exercise was to establish muscular 
endurance 1n the ex~ensora or the humeroua and abductors ot 
the scapulae, and to stretch the ltXltagoniata or these two 
groups ot pri• movers. Although tlna exercise was devised 
by Groves tor bu°'tern7 swimmers, it had been incorporated 
into the exereiaea ot tbe crawl a:trbke·tniinmera; bec.au-..·1 of the 
aimilari ty of the action or the extensor muscles ot the 
humeri tor the· raeonry ot both strokes. 
The second tart of exercise number 4 was pertormed 
1n a like matmer ucept that subject A puts his hands and 
arma directly 150 his aide with the fingers pointing toward 
the teet. Proa ilaat position, subject .A. 11tte4 his arms 1n 
a vigorous continuous manner tor one minute. 
The second par, of the exercise was designed to 
develop muscular endurance ot the posterior-elevators ot 
the humeri. 
Exercise Jhulber 5.--Thia exercise waa performed 
individually. The subject encircled the an.kl•• with a 
rubber loop. At a given signal, he e.xte.nded his lett leg 
and flexed his right leg. He made the movement to the 
point at which he could no longer stretch the loop. At 
that point he held the position tor a period of 15 seconds. 
He then rested tor a period of not more than 10 second.a 
and repeated the exercise reversing the exten11on and flexion 
ot the legs. The exercise was an isometric contraction. 
Thia exercise was designed to improve strength and 
muscular endurance in the prime flex.ors and ex.tenaor1 of 
the lower and upper legs. 
18 
Exercise Ndm.ber 6.--This exercise was also an iso-
metric contraction exercise. It was performed 1n part-
nership. Subject A lay in the prone position with his 
arma and hands extended beyond his head and parallel to 
the deck •. Each hand grasped a rubber loop which was held 
by subject B. The latter was in a sitting position with 
h11 feet on the shoulders of subject A. Subject A pulled 
the loops towards the shoulders until his hands reached a 
point near the ears. He then held that position for a 
period ot 15 seconds. 
'!his exercise was devised to improve the strength 
and muscular endurance of the depressors of the humeri and 
the tlexors or the elbows. 
EJterc1•• Number 7.--This exercise was performed by 
the subjects individually. The subjects stood at ease and 
at the signal began to tap their feet on the deck as 
rapidly as possible. The subject tapped his feet for a 
period of 20 seconds. The subjects rested for 5 seconds 
and then repeated the exercise. Each subject did eight 
20 second bouts. 
This exercise was devised to increase the circulo-
reaplratol'J' endurance of the subjects. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS 
Due to the small number of subjects comprising each 
of the four groups, it seemed feasible to describe each 
subject 1n referenee to his initial ability and subsequent 
increase or de.crease in time. However, for clarity of 
reading, the case studies have been included 1n the Appendix 
~ The following material of the chapter has been limited 
to discussion of the total groups and discussion ot special 
subjects. Tables have been used for listing of results. 
Analysis ot Results For 25 Yard Sw1m1--Tables 1,,8, 
3 and ,4 show the results of the exercise program. upon the 
subjects of each group. In an overall survey of the results, 
it was found that.the number of subjects who experienced a 
decrease in time for the 25 yard sprint was 14 out of 18, or 
77.7 percent. The four subjects who did not have a decr&ase 
1n time were associated with water groups. Three of the 
subjects had small increases 1n time and one of the subjects 
had no ohenge. The two land groups had a mean decrease of 
1.18 seconds in comparison with the water groups who had a 
mean decrease of .52 seconds, a difference of .66 seconds 1n 
favor of the land exercise groups. 
The above results seem to indicate that the land 
TABLE I 
RESULTS OP EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD 
FOR GROUP 1 • OVER 25 YARDS 
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Recorded Time Recorded Time Recorded Time 
Group Subject Pre-experimental Poat-experimental P,itrerence 
1 1· 26 •. 60 20.so -6.10 
2 15.00 14.20 -o.ao 
3 15.40 15.20 -0.20 
4 15.00 14.40 -o.60 
5 18.20 17.40 -o.eo 
Tota1 90.20 81.7 -a.so 
Kean. 18.40 16.34 -1.70 
Group 
2 
Total 
Mean 
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TABLE 2 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD 
FOR GROUP 2 • OVER 25 YARDS 
Recorded Time 
~ubject Pre-experimental 
6 25.00 
7 13.80 
8 l~.60 
9 1,.00 
10 20.00 · 
88.40 
17.68 
Recorded Time Recorded Time 
Poat-experimental Ditterence 
25.80 ~o.eo 
14.SO +o.ao 
13.80 ,~~1 .• eo 
14.00 o.oo 
16.40 --1~60 
84.60 -3.80 
16.80 -o.95 
TABLE 3 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD 
FOR GROUP 3 - OVER 25 YARDS 
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Recorded Time Recorded Time Recorded Time 
Group Subject Pre-experimental Post-experimental Difference 
3 ll 16.50 15.60 -0.90 
12 14.50 13.50 -1.00 
13 lB.20 17.10 -1.10 
14 17.20 16.00 -1.20 
Total 66.40 62.20 -4.20 
Mean 16.60 15.55 -1.os 
TABLE 4 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD 
FOR. GROUP 4 - OVER 25 .. YARDS 
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Recorded Time Recorded Time Recorded Time 
Group Subject Pre-experimental Poat-experimental. D1f~erence 
4 15 18.50 17.40 -1.10 
16 22.60 22.50 -0.10 
17 13.00 13.10 +0.10 
18 14.30 13.50 -o.ao 
Total 68.40 66.50 -1.90 
Mean 17.10 16.62 -0.48 
exercise program was of more value than the water exercise 
program tor condi,ioning or sprinters tor the 25 yard 
dista~ce. However, for a better description and analysis 
ot the results, the groups shall be compared. 
Comparison ot Group l With 2.--Group land group 2 
(Table 5) both had five subjects. Group l had a decrease 
1n time tor onl7 two subjec~,. 'l'hree or the subjects ot 
group 2 did not have a decrease in time. Two of those 
three had increases· and one subject did not have a difi'• 
erence 1n time. The mean decrease of group 2 waa • !16 
seconds as com.pare4 to the ··•an decrease ot group l which 
waa 1.72 seconds. Allot the aubjects or group 1 mentioned 
the stronger pull they aeemed to have deveioped in contrast 
to group2 ware only one subject made any such comment. 
The above results might be more indicative ot the 
value or the land exercise program. than the vi~erhad 
anticipated. 
Co!Parison .of Group 1 'fi:th a.--In comparison of 
group l «1th ~. (Table 5), it was round that the di :Ct'erences 
.. 
were rather alight when the small difference in the group 
exercises was noted. In tact, the difference might indicate 
that a one ~ ireek water workout (group 3) might be detri-
mental to the performer. Although both groups improved 
more than the water groups, group 3 had leas or a tota1 mean 
decrease than did group l. Because of the d1frerent number 
of subjects the total t,1.me cannot be compared. However, the 
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TABLE 5 
MEAN DECREASES FOR GROUPS 1, 2, 3, 4 
OVER 25 YARDS 
F1rat Final First Final 
Teat Teat D1f'ference Teat Test Dif'terence 
Mean Kean Mean Total Total Total 
Gro!E N. Time Tim.e Time Time Time Time 
1 5 18.04 16.32 •l.72 90.2 81.7 -s.5 
2 5 17.68 16.92 -0.76 88.4 84.6 -3.8 
:s 4: 16.60 15.55 -1.05 66.4 62.2 -4.2 
4 4 17.20 16.62 -0.58 68.4 66.5 -1.9 
total mean decrease tor group l was 1.72 seconds in contrast 
to a 1.05 seconds mean decrease tor group 3. 
Comparison ot ~oup l With 4.--As in the comparison ot 
group l with group 2, group l with 4, (Table 5) appeared to 
be weighted heavily 1n .favor ot the land group. Only three 
of the four subjects 1n group 4 had a decrease 1n time 1n 
contrast with all the subjects ot group l having a decrease. 
The total mean de~•••• ot the subjects of group 4: was 
0.48 seconds, which was the amalleat decrease ot all groups, 
compared to a mean decrease ot 1.70 seconds tor group 1. 
The group a aethod ot exercising appeared to have had 
more value tlaul the method used tor group 2 cd group 4. 
The mean decrease 1n tiae tor the former was 1.05 seconds 
as compared to a mean decrease of o.76 tor group 2 111d a 
decrease of o.,a aeconda tor group,. 
Aualzsia ot Results For 100 Yard Sw1a.--Tablea 6, 
7, 8, and 9 ahow '11• reaults of the experimental period 
upon the various groups 1n relation to the 100 yard swill. 
It waa found that the ex.erc1ae program. tor all groups 
had apparent value 1n that all groups had a majority ot 
the subjects experiencing a substantial decrease 1n time. 
All but one of the eighteen subjects ot the study had 
either a decrease in time and/or improvement 1n sw1mm:lng 
endurance. 
Comparison ot Groups l With 2.--In com.parison of 
groups 1 with 2, (Table 10), it was tound that both groups 
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had a high mean decrease in time. Group l had a mean. 
decrease or 12.3 seconds and group 2 had a mean decrease 
of 11.72 seconds. The difference of the two m.ean decreases 
was so alight that it was not possible to make any judge-
ment as to which method was better. Two of the subjects, 
(Tables 6 and 7) one from both groups land 2, were unable 
to finish the given distance during the pre-experimental 
timing. Both aubje>cta experienced cramps. Therefore, the 
writer decided to leave them in the study to find what 
difference the exercise program would make in their per-
formance. It was tound that subject 4 (group l) and subject 
6 (group 2) were able to finish 75 yards and 40 yards 
respectively at the pre-experimental test. At the poat-
ezper1mental test subject 4 finished the 100 yards 1n 84.6 
seconds. The recorded time was better than the major1t7 
of subjects were able to record at the post-experimental 
test. Subject 6 waa able to tiniah 90 7arda 'llhioh also 
might indicate that water exercises were ot value for 
developi~g swimming endurance. From the above results it 
might be possible to conclude that both land exercises and 
water exercises were of va1ue for conditioning of swimmers, 
and thatr neither ot the methods seemed to be better than. 
the other. 
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Comparison ot Groups: 1 With 3 _ ... ;·, .• --Group 3, (Table 10), 
had a higher mean decrease than group 1. The mean decrease 
for the form.er was 22.s seconds and the mean decrease tor 
the latter was 12.3 seconds. The results as stated would 
Group 
1 
Total 
Kean 
TABLE 6 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL P!BIOD 
FOR GROUP l - OVER 100 YARDS 
Recorded Time Recorded Time 
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Recorded Time 
Subject Pre-experimental Poat-experimental Ditterence 
1 161.00 125.00 -36.00 
2 01.st> 81.00 - 0.60 
3 92.40 es.20 - ,.20 
4 a 84.60 -
5 102.00 96.40 - ••ft 
436.90 387.60 ·. -so.30 
109.20 96.90 -12.so 
a Completed onl7 75 yards 
TABLE 7 
REStJI,lfS OF EXPERIMENTAL BRIID 
POR :(JROUJ> 2 .. -·:.,.OYER 100:. D.BDS 
Recorded Time Recorded T11118 Recorded Ti .. 
Group Subject Pre-experiment.al Poat-experimental D1fterence 
2 6 a b ----- ----- -------
7 87.40 82.30 - 5.10 
8 87.00 75.40 -10.60 
9 68.70 66.50 - 2.20 
10 119.00 91.00 -2s.oo 
Total 362.10 315.20 -46.90 
Kean 90.52 ,a.so -11.,2 
a Completed 40 yards 
b Completed 90 yards 
Group 
3 
Total 
Mean 
TABLE 8 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD 
FOR GROUP 3 - OVER 100 YARDS 
Recorded Time Recorded Time 
Subject Pre-experimental Poat-experimental 
11 90.30 as.so 
12 83.00 72.90 
13 105.50 84.40 
14: 146.00 91.SO 
424.80 337.60 
107.20 e•.•o 
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Recorded f~me 
Difference 
• 1.50 
-10.10 
-21.10 
-s,.so 
-87.40 
-22.eo 
TABLE 9 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT.AL PERIOD 
FOR GROUP 4 • OVER 100 YARDS 
Recorded Time Recorded Time Recorded Time 
Group Subjeot Pre-experimental Post-experimental Ditterence 
4 15 120.0 97.0 -23.0 
16 120.3 126.9 + 6.6 
17 &&.J:· 63.5 - 1.0 
18 75.4 67.7 - 7.7 
Total 380.2 355.l -es.1 
Kean 96.05 87.71 - 7.28 
Group •• 
1 4 
2 4 
3 4 
4 4 
'!'ABLE 10 
MEAN DECREASES OF GROUPS 1. 2, 3, 4 
FOR 100 YARDS 
F1rat P'inal First 
Teat Teat D1tterence Teat 
Mean Kean Mean Total 
Tiae !1u TiM Tim.e 
109.2 96.90 -12.30 436.9 
90.52 78.80 -11.72 362.l 
107.20 84.40 -22.ao 428.8 
95.05 S7.Y7 • 7.28 380.2 
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Final 
Tea, D11'terence 
Total Total 
Ti• Time 
387.6 -50.3 
315.2 -46.9 
337.6 -87.2 
355.l -25.l 
indicate that group 3 was a tar more improved group; 
however. because or a great decrease 1n time experienced 
by subject 14 (group 3) the results might be misinterpreted. 
The decrease waa 54.5 seconds, which caused the writer to 
question the reliability ot the decrease. However. the 
subject claimed at an interview that he was exerting the 
most possible ettort at both the pre-experimental and poat-
exper1mental. teats. The remaining attbJects or group 3 
experienced a mean decrease ot 10.se seconds. The latter 
time would seem.·ure reasonable than the form.er. From the 
results it might b'e·dfltioa:ta:lthat the group 3 method ot exer-
cising was ot somewhat more value for oond1tion1ng than the 
group 4 method ot exercising; however, because or the great 
decrease in ti•• ot subject 14, the indication might be 
misleading. 
Oo9ar-iaon ot group l fl.th ,.--It ••• found that 
group 4., (Table 10) had the aaalleat uan decrease 1n time 
ot all groups. The Jl8an decrease was 7.28 aeconda. Thia 
might be an indication that any such combination. ot the 
two methods ot exercising haa no beneficial e~tects upon 
the subject over a distance ot 100 yards. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF THE STUDY 
The hypothesis or the study was that a specific set 
ot land exercises devised by Groves were of as much value 
for the conditioning and training of competitive swillllllera 
as were a set ot water exercises. The methods uaed were 
basicall7 land and water exercises conducted separately, 
and two methods using a combination ot land and water exer• 
cises. 
Unf"ortunatel7, the reeults obtained could not be vali-
dated atatiat1oall7, primarily because of too small a 
sampling. '!'he viter is ot the contention, however, that 
an empirical cliacuaaioa of the results would be of some use 
to an interested reader. Ccmsequentl7, the 1'ollow1ng 
discussion is presented from this viewpoint. 
From the trend of the results of the study the writer 
is of the opinion that part of the h,-potheais projected 
earlier would be proven it a larger number of participants 
were to be used. 
The reaul ta of the land exercises pertaining to the 
25 7ard swim seemed to uphold, in part, the bJpotheais. 
The results ot tbe land exercises, as they pertained to the 
100 7ard swim, did not set a trend significant enough to 
uphold the hJpothesis. 
It was 1"o'l1Ild that the land groupa·improved more than 
tlle w.a:t.z..,groupa over the ~t•~--ee or 25 7arcla. .J:t;+was 
t'our:ulr,· t1Q.at .over the distance or 100 7arda there was little 
c11r.f'er•~4e. 1n results or all :t"ou.r groups. However• the 
l~ groups did •••• to do , 1!19••bat better overall.. fl1e 
i,,itt•••PC•.;;·would not be a~&ele:ot to warrant a valid 
oonoJ.¥s1.oa. 
~ .t indinga llight 1acl1cate that the land exereJ.aea 
were ot uroe value ·as a oomtJlte~ing method tor apr1nhrs 
aad-.m••~s ot ,lh.ort d1sta.eeaf· The reason '£or 'Che:· ettect 
o~.,tae~,lend exeroiaea o~ the ahort distance swimmers m!gbt 
be var1e44"· Log1call7 there-eetuld be '£our posaibilitieat 
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(,l~ clficalo-reapiratol"J' end11:, .. e• was increased; Ht->· auaeu• 
l~. bc1Q'uce was 1D.oreaeetl, {3) muscular strength .waa 
i:D4rease4t .. : ( 4) · a collb1aat1on of two or more of tlle · ·pre ceding 
pointa:were im.pN>ve4. 
·1.'hei,po.asib111t7 that·• c·bioreaae 'in c ireulo•reaplrato17 
6:tutu:rarice •as the prime re••~ai;f~r the decrease 111 .1-illle of 
the J.and .'groups cum not be acc•pted. i'he rea·son ·to-i, the·· 
-above atiatement ia that it 1a h1ghl7 doubtful that.ciroulo• 
respi;i-atol'J' endurance 11 _,gf\aa.Jor illlpol!'tance 1n awi:M.!ng':O.f 
short distances. Soile awillimer.,·.z 25 and 50 7ard.lsprints 
brea.the;onl7 once or aot at all over the 'distance and e~er-
ience afli'. oqgen debt•-auch·1;he,aame aa sprinters 1n t»ack 
exper16nce an oxygen debt .tor the 100 7ardaaprint •. It,; . .t.s 
pc>ssible that an in4reaae in circ14,-reapirato17 end1t£ance 
· did occur· but thia inc,reaae ••• pMbabl7 not rea:pcmaJ.ble. 
ror 'the decreases 1n time. 
A great increase 1n strength over a short period or 
time auoh as f'ive weeks would not seem veey probable. Even 
if' it were, the use of' maxim strength in swimming tor 
speed will result 1n caTitation and is, therefore, detri-
mental. Therefore, a aore reasonable assumption would be 
that an increase 1n muscular endurance was primarily respon-
sible tor the decrease a 1n t1m.e. An improvement of muscular 
endurance 1n the prime movers of' the bones used for propul-
sion 1n swimming would allow the sprinter to exert opt1m.ua 
muscu1ar strength oTe~ a abort period of time with a minimum 
amount of f'atigue. 
Ii; is moat likely, however, that there was an increase 
to some extent of' all of' the above f'actors. The writer 
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·believes that it was muscular endurance which was responsible 
for the decreaaea in time, and that the land exercise set 
aided in the development of t~a endurance more than water 
exercises. 
It was f'ound that there was little ditf'erenee in the 
results of the decreaaea of' time for the four groups over 
the 100 yardsdiatance. Although the land groups did tencl 
to have larger decre~sea,·the di1"1"erence was too small for 
any valid interpretation to be made. 
Circulo-resp~rator7 endurance is more necessary 1n 
swimming 100 yards than it is in swimming 25 yards. Thia 
fact would tend to explain the decreases of the water groups. 
It is likely that those groups experienced a greater degree 
of c1rculo-reap1ratory endurance increase than. the land group; 
thus, the water groups had a large decrease in time. Another 
consideration ia that the water groups had a chance to 
practice certain ald.lls auch as breathing while sw1mm1ng and 
to practice turaing. Th• ab1J.ity to breathe while swimming 
would better the subjec-~• cha.nee to cover the 100 yard 
distance with a mlnilmll of tatigue aa a result ot an oxygen 
debt. The ab111t'y to ~ara q,uiokl7 would better the subject's 
chance to decreaae hia time for the 100 yards distance. 
These factors would not haTe pl&J'8d a· major role 1n the 25 
yard awim. These-improved abilities woul.d give the swimming 
groups an advantage over the land groups for the 100 yards 
distance. 
It is moat likely that the land groups underwent some 
increase 1n circul.o-respiratory endurance. Exercise number 
7 or the iand set was designed for that purpose. But as 
before sta~ed, 1t might have been the increase 1n muscular 
endurance that pla:,ed the dominant role in the decreases 
of the groups. However, 1n the case or the 100 7ard swim, 
the ability of the subject to "explode" his enera would not 
be of much benetlt. The subject would need to conserve h1a 
strength over the longer distance and time. Thus, a need 
ot circulo-respirator7 endurance would seem apparent. The 
possibilities are that the subject experienced an increase 
in both, but the circulo-resp1ratory endurance increase did 
not become apparent until tbe 100 yard awia. 
The results seemed to indicate that the land exercises 
would be best tor the conditioning of sprinters ot short 
distances and would have value 1n the conditioning or 
swimmers ot a longer distance. However, the water exercises 
could not be lett out of the conditioning program because it 
appears that the water exercises tend to develop c1rculo• 
respiratory better than. the land exercises. '?he need tor 
circulo-respirator,- endurance has already been discussed. 
It would also be important that the water program be included 
in the early part ot the season so that the swimmers could 
practice turns, atarts, breathing, and other water skills. 
It would••••, therefore, that the coach should 1nclude 
some water exerciaea in the early period ot training and 
conditioning, bu.t that the major eraphaaia be put upcm the 
physical cond1t1oning ot the am.mm.era; and that conditioning 
is apparently best accomplished by the use or the land exer-
cise set. 
Summarz and Conclusions.--Tha stud7 was undertaken to 
find the ettact ot a specific set or land exercises upon 
the conditioning ot competitive aw111JDlers early in the season. 
From the results it was tound that the land exereiaes had a 
more beneficial ettect upon the subjects than did water 
exercises for the 26 yard distance, and that the land exer-
cises had an eftect upon the subjects over the 100 Jard 
distance similar to the effect ot the water exercises. 
From the results obtained from the study, the hypo-
thesis, that land exercises will be of as mu.ch value as 
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water exerciaea to~ the pre-season eondit1oning ot coDLpetit1ve 
swimmers, might be indicated to be true. Although the small 
sampling does not permit statistical analysis the following 
empirical conclusions might be drawn from the trend: 
l. That the land exercise set was ot more value 
than the water exercise set over a distance 
of 25 7arda; perhaps due to improved muscular 
endurance. 
2. Land exercises seem to be as good for devel-
opment of ,pb'Jaieal condition tor the 100 'J&rd 
swim, but do not permit the subject to practice 
speeial:water sldlla auch aa starts, turns, 
and correct breathing habits. 
a. The aw1nnn1ng coach should include both land 
exercises and water exercises during the earl7 
period ot training and conditioning or compet-
itive swimmers in order to develop both 
cireulo-respirator'J and muscular endurance. 
Recommendationa.--The writer suggests that a follow up 
study be done on the subject of this experiment to va1idate, 
or disprove, the eJnPirical conclusions of the above study. 
The writer would suggest that the following points be 
considered: 
l. That the study include ample subjects to allow tor 
statistical anal"7sis of the results. 
2. That the study be done on competitive swimmers 
during the off season months. 
3. A better system ot testing be devised tor the 
study. An electrical timing device would be 
recommended.. 
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4. That longer distances be included 1n the study 
so that there will be less confusion as to what 
factors are relevant for speed over the given 
distance. 
5. That the study include the other basic compet-
itive strokes. 
· 6. That an7 contemplated use or land exercises be 
so designed as to include prolonged circulo-
respiratory endurance exercises. 
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APPENDIX 
A CASE STUDY OF SUBJECTS 
INCLUDED IN 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
CASE STUDY OF SUBJECTS 
The results ot the experimental period will be 
discussed 1n the caae atud'J' approach method with a sum-
mation of the groups following the results ot the respective 
subjects. 
Group 1.--Group 1 included subjects 1 through 5. 
Group 1 did land exercise• only. 
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Subject 1 was a physical education major and had 
lettered 1n varsity football at both the high school and 
college levels. Be was not an accomplished aw1111D18r and he 
had a detective stroke. The subject experienced a decrease 
of 6.1 seconds tor the 25 yardsawtm and a decrease of 22.3 
seconds tor the 100 yards awim. The strength. ot the subject• s 
stroke seemed to improve. but the defective stroke was not 
altered. 
Subject 2 was a physical education major with varaity 
football experience in high school and college. He might 
be considered an accomplished swimmer in that he had earned 
his lite saving certification. The subject had a decrease 
ot .a seconds fori the 25 yarcli swim and a decrease of .6 
seconds for the 100 yards swim.. 
Subject S was a business major who had had experience 
in competitive awiD1Ding at the high school level. The 
subject recorded a decrease o~ .2 seconds tor the 25 yards 
swim and a decrease ot 7.8 seconds for the 100 yard swim. 
Subject 4 was not a good swimmer. He was unable to 
finish the required 100 yards for the pre-experimental test. 
He waa able to finish only 75 yards. His time for the 25 
yard pre-experimental teat was close to the average, so the 
wr1 t~r left the subject in the program to :find if any 
improvement might be made over both distances. The subject 
had a decrease of .6 seconds for the 25 yardsawim. He was 
able to finish the 100 7ard distance after the experimental 
period. His time was 84.6 seconds which might be considered 
ver7 good improvement. 
' Subject 5 was a physical education major with exper-
ience 1n varait7 football and other college sports. He had 
a decrease ot .a seconds for the 25 yerdS swim. and a decrease 
of 6 .4 a econda tor the 100 7arcll swim. 
In sUIIIU.tien at group 1, it was round that there were 
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4 subjects who were ph7aical education majors and l subject 
who was a business ll.ajor. ( cll'oOte subjects decreased in 
time required to alfim both the 25 yardaand 100 yards distance. 
l subject decreased .a seconds tor the 25 ~swim and was 
able to finish 100 7ards 1n good time attar undergoing the 
exercise prograa. 
Group 2.--Group a was the water exercise group 
including subjects 6 through 10. 
Subjeot 6 was a ac1cace major who had had experience 
1n varaitJ' basketball in high school. He waa not an. accomp• 
lished swimmer and he had a detectiTe atroke, which resulted 
in the subject not being able to finish the pre-experimental 
test 100 yard swim at top speed. The subject was able to 
finish only 40 yards. The aubject did complete the pre-
experilllental'teat tor the 25 yard swim and the subject had 
an increase of .a seconds at the post-experimental test. He 
was able to finish 90 yards of the 100 yard test following 
the experimental period. This might be an indication that 
muscular endurauce was increased, allowing the· subject to 
swim. further than previously. 
Subject 7 was a social science major who had parti• 
cipated 1n varsity sports in high school. The subject was 
a better than average swimmer and recorded fairly good times 
at the pre-experimental test. He had an increase of 1.8 
seconds for the 25 yard swim.. However, the subject had a 
decrease of 5.1 seconds for the 100 yard swim. 
Subject 8 was a physical education major with 
experience 1a varsity football in high school. He was an 
accomplished swimmer with the water safety certification. 
He, however, was 1n poor physical condition at the time ot 
the experiment. The subject had a decrease of 1.a seconds 
I 
for the 25 yard awim and a decrease of 13.3 seconds for the 
/ 
100 yard swim. 
Subject 9 waa a ph7a1cal education major 111 th varsity 
awinn\ng in college. Ha was a hard working subject and was 
ver7 determined. He, however, experienced no d1:t'.t'erence in 
time for the 25 yard swim. He had a decrease of 3.2 seconds 
tor the 100 7ard swim. 
Subject 10 was a mathmatics major who had varsity 
football experience 1n high school. He was an accomplished 
swimmer. The subject had a decrease of .1 seconds for the 
25 yard swim and a decrease of 12.9 seconds for the 100 yard 
swim. 
Group 2 was composed of two physical education majors, 
one mathm.atics major, and one social science major. All of 
the subjects had experience 1n varsity athletics. Two ot 
the subjects increased in time, two subjects had decreases 
1n time, and one subject had no change 1n time for the 25 
yard swim. For the 100 yard swim all subjects had improve-
ments. The subject who was unab1e to finish the pre-
experimental test did increase the length which he was able 
to swim. 
GrouE 3._~Group 3 had four subjects. Group 3 was the 
exercise group'wb.ich underwe1:1t three days a week land exer-
cises and one day a week water exercises. 
Subject 11 was a physical education major and had 
lettered in varsity football 1n college. The subject had 
a decrease ot .9 seconds for the 25 yard swim and a decrease 
of 1.5 seconds for the 100 yard swim. 
Subject 12 was a physical education major. He was a 
member of the college swimming team tor a short period during 
the year of the study. He was, however, unable to make the 
varsit7 team. The subject had a 4ecrease ot 1.0 seconds 
tor the 25 yard swim and a decrease or i2.2 seconds tor the 
100 yard swim. It is interesting to note that the recorded 
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time at the post-experimental test was the best time the 
subject had ever made, even though the subject had parti• 
cipated in high school .and college swimming teams. 
Subject 13 was a physical education major with 
varsity football exPerience. The subject was not an accomp-
lished swimmer. However, the subject did have a.decrease 
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of 1.1 seconds for the 25 yard awim and a decrease of 21.l 
seconds for the 100 y~d aw1!11. The subject made mention of 
the fact that attar the three days workout on land that he 
was able,to reel a difference when he pra~tioed inthe'water. · 
Subject 14 was a physical education major with.varsity 
athletic experience 1n high school. The subject had a 
decrease ot 1.2 seconds for the 25 yard swim and ,a decrease 
ofL .. 54.5,:aeconds tor t~ 100 yard swim. The great,:,decrease 
in time might be attributed to the tact that the subject 
was 1n poor physical condition at th~ pre-experimental 
. . ,. 
test and that he was 1n muoh better ph7sical condition at 
the peat-experimental test. It was of interest to ~he 
writer that the subject should have such a great decrease 
in time. Therefore, the writer questioned the subject. 
It was found that the subject did exert the most cpossible 
etfor'b -at ·both tests; however, the subject said that ·'bhe 
exercise program had given him &'great deal ot confidence 
and he i'elt more capable ot'awimndng "allout" over ·th• 100 
-
tard distance. It might be possible that not on.J.7 ~sieal 
factors- played an important role· 1n the great decreas• fn 
time but that psychological factors may be involved. 
All subjects in group· 3·:·were physical education. majors 
and all had participated in varsity athletics 1n high school, 
college or both. All of the subjects decreased 1n the time 
required to swim both the 25 yard and 100 yard swims. 
Group 4.--Group 4 consisted of subjects 15 through l.8. 
The grQup underwent water exercises three days a week and 
land exercises one day a week. 
Subject 15 was a social science major. He had exper-
ience 1n varsity athletics in high school. He was a swimmer 
with good swimming mechanics but he did not have a great 
deal of muscular endurance or circulo-respiratory endurance. 
He had a decrease of 1.1 seconds for the 25 yard swim and a 
decrease of 23.0 seconds for the· 100 yard swim. 
Subject 16 was a mathm.atics major with varsity exper-
ience in high school football. He was active 1n the college 
intramural program. He swam. 1n the intramural program. the 
previous fall. He had a decrease of .l seconds for the 100 
yard swim. 
Subject 17 was a physical education major. He lettered 
on the varsity swimming team the previous year but was unable 
to compete in varsity competition the year of the study. 
The subject had a decrease of .1 seconds for the 25 yard swim 
and a decrease of 1.1 seconds for the 100 yard swim. 
Subject 18 was a conservation major who was a member 
of the college swimming ilflUIIIL Be was not, however, on the 
varsity swimming team.. He haQ not been practicing for 
several weeks at the tiae ot the study and was not in such 
physical condition to invalidate the study. The subject, 
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in tact, recorded a time tor the 100 yard swim that waa 
better than any time he bad recorded while a member of the 
swimming team. The subject had a decrease of ?.7 seconds 
tor the swim and a decrease ot .a seconds tor the 25 yard 
swim. 
In summation of group 4, it was found that there 
were four members.·' O~e subject was a physical education 
major, one was a social science major, one waa a mathmatics 
major, and one subject was a conservation major. Allot 
the subjects had either participated 1n high school varsity 
athletics, college athletics, or both. Two of the subjects 
had experience in competitive swimming. Three of the. 
subjects had decreas~a for the 100 yard swim while one 
subject had an increase. A.11 ot the subjects had decreases 
tor the 25 yard swim. 
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